



- Press Release -


First album on new label  

The Very End release new album "Zeitgeist" 
alongside video for title track 

The Very End celebrate the release of their new album "Zeitgeist" with a video clip for the 
eponymous song. Coming May 14th, 2021, this album is the first one with a new line-up - and with 
Apostasy Records it hits home under a new label, too. The band's fourth studio album moreover 
stands out from its predecessors with a German song. 

The band has already released three songs including video: "Light The Lows", "The Day It All Went Black" 

and "Until There's Nothing Left of Us". The latter has an overall apocalyptic mood, the world is on the verge 

of demise: "The atmosphere also happens to fit the current zeitgeist of the pandemic," says guitarist René 

Bogdanski.


The Very End release video for the German title track 

Just in time for the album's release, The Very End are now putting out another video for the title track 

"Zeitgeist" - the musicians' first German song. "Since some reviewers thought they had to diss the opener 

of our last album 'Turn Off The World' because of its four lines of German lyrics, we wanted to write a song 

with only German lyrics for the next album," says singer Björn Gooßes. 


First album with a new line-up and a new label 

"We are always trying new things - but first off we were able to carve out the already existing trademarks 

more strongly and simply write the best songs in the band's history", Björn Gooßes continues. In the 

current band constellation that wasn't a challenge. Since the last album, Marc Bräutigam (guitar, guitarist 

from Exumer) and Jerome Reil (drums, son of Kreator drummer Jürgen “Ventor” Reil) have been part of the 

line-up. The band produced the album together with Cornelius Rambadt (Bonded, Disbelief, Sodom...), who 

already worked with The Very End on their debut “Vs. Life ”. As with the two previous albums, mastering 

duties were assigned to Dennis Koehne (Caliban, Lacuna Coil, Melechesh, Orden Ogan ...). René Bogdanski 

emphasizes the successful support of the new label Apostasy Records: "We are happy that the cooperation 

is going so smoothly despite the pandemic.“


Album available now 

The album "Zeitgeist" is being released in different formats. It is available as a CD digipak and as a limited 

vinyl LP in cream-white, blood-red and classic black. The cream-white version is available exclusively from 

EMP. There are also exclusive bundle offers including a special shirt artwork. In addition, there is a limited 
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wooden box of "Zeitgeist" including transparent-black marbled gatefold vinyl, a signed autograph card, a 

guitar pick, a patch and on top: a piece of bandage of the original artwork including a hand-numbered 

certificate of authenticity. 


Press contact for interview and further infos: 
Judith Lorenz | press@theveryend.net | ++49 (0) 201 95 96 84 08 | www.theveryend.net/press-area  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Video "Zeitgeist“ on YouTube 

Current line-up (2019) Discography 
Björn Gooßes - Vocals Vs. Life (Dockyard1 | 2008 | Re-Issue: 2018)

René Bogdanski - Gitarre Mercy & Misery (Steamhammer/SPV | 2010)

Marc Bräutigam - Gitarre Turn Off The World (Steamhammer/SPV | 2012)

Marc Beste - Bass

Jerome Reil - Drums

Tracks

Teratoma

Light The Lows

On Parole

Zeitgeist

Truth and Tremor

Short Cuts Deep Wounds

Brave New Blood

Anechoic

The Day It All Went Black

Sorrow No More

From Boon To Bane

Until There’s Nothing Left Of Us
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Attached Images 

- 01: The Very End Band photo (photo: Tom Row, Frontrow Images) – from left to right: René Bogdanski, 

Jerome Reil, Björn Gooßes, Marc Beste, Marc Bräutigam

- 02: "Zeitgeist" cover (illustration: Björn Gooßes, Killustrations)

- 03: limited wooden box including transparent-black marbled gatefold vinyl, a signed autograph card, a 

guitar pick, a patch and a piece of bandage of the original artwork. 


These photos are approved for use/publication including social media, given the credits/links are included if 
possible. 

Further press material available at: www.theveryend.net/press-area. 
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